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been widely attacked over the last decade
however. Traditional models have related
exports to world trade and some measure of

Abstract
In this paper, we make use of the sequential

relative competitiveness. Measures of the
UK export share of world trade reveal a
declining kend for much of the post-war

testing procedure which dates unknown break

points proposed in Banerjee and Urga
(1995a,b) to analyze UK export hehaviour.
We show thal the evidence points to a
structural shif in 1979. Although there is
some support for a supply-side inlerpretation
in that there have heen changes in the

period. However more recent data has
suggested a stabilisation of this trend.

Empirical estimation of export equations over

of declining share tended to
produce a freely estimated coefficient of less
than unity lvith respect of exports to world
the period

behaviour of prices, this does not appear to
be closely associated with the changes in
export behaviour and lhere appears to have
also been a shif in the underlying demand
for UK exports. We also find that variables
which proxT changes in lhe quality of UK
exports, or other supply-side influences, do

trade. Alternatively dre

phenomenon of
declining share could be represented as a
secular effect through the inclusion of a
detenninistic time trend. The stabilisation of
the UK export share in the 1980s has been
interpreted as a structural shift in export
behaviour. In a recent paper Banerjee and
Urga (1995b) applied a new sequential tcst

not properly account for lhe

obsened
structural break in UK export performance.
1. Introduaion

procedure for detecting structural breaks and
demonstrated thal thcre was indced a highly
significant structural break in 1980.

A

thorough understanding of export
behaviour is central to managing the
macroeconomy as the balance of trade is an
important indicator of the relevance of

There are however

a nunber of

explanations for this break which have been

put forward in recent years. Some
investigators have allowed for shifts in
behaviour through rolling regressions-

supply constraints within the economy at any
point in time- Judgments about thc control
of inflation and the desirability of fiscal
expalsion or contraction hinge crucially on
our assessment of the ability of the economy
to expand in a non-inflationary way and this
follol's from oul assessment of the ability of
the supply side of the economy to respond

recursive techniques and stochastic time
trends (e.g. Landesman and Snell, 1989;
Anderton, 1992). This is not really an
explanation but simply a recognition that a
break exists which we can not explain.
Othcrs (c.g. Blake and Pain, 1994) have
argued that export relationships have been

to economic events. Thc
haditional view of exoort determination has

positive\
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behaviour. We go on to show how the
introduction of non-price competitiveness

mis-specified and have suggested additional
variables such as research and development
er?enditure, or cumulated investnent as a

measures reduces

measure of non-price competitiveness.
Research in a similar spirit has been carried
out by Owen and Wren-Lewis (1992) and
Allen and Whitley (1994). Blake and Pain
(1994) argue, in particular, that there has
been a structural break in the export demand
relationship during 1981 which can be
explained by these missing regressors. Yet
another view advanced by Holly and Wade
(1991) points to a shift in supply-side factors
as the cause of a structural shift,
In this paper we use the methodology

the degree of

misspecification but does not eliminate the
hnding of structural breaks. We also find
that there is some evidence of pricing to
market in respect of exchange rale changes
which reduces the role of investment
measures but which also do not elimilaie the
case for a more general structural break

around 1979. Although this period also
coincided with a dock shike this liming
effect on exports should not have affected the
mean of the expod series. The final section
of the paper draws conclusions.

developed by Banerjee and Urga (1995a,b) to

date unknoun breaks

!o

2. The endogenous sequehtial test procedwe
The traditional approaches to testing for

investigate these

possible exalanations of the change in export
performance. We argue that the evidence
1979 and
points to a structural shift
some support for the
although there
supply-side interpretation of Holly and Wade

is

structural breaks require the a priori
knowledge of the timing of the potential
breakpoint and they are based around a

in

single equation framework (eg.

Holb

and

Wade (1991)) and do not allow for the
possibility of distincl shuctural breaks
affecting different parts of a system of
equations at different points of time. More
recent work such as, Landesmann and Snell
(1989), Anderton (1992) and Blake and
Pain(1994) use, respectively, rolling
regression, stochastic trend, and Hansen
(1992) and Gregory/Hansen (1992) stability

(1991) this can not fully account for the
structural shift which has been obsewed,

find that the inclusion of
missing variables such as cumulaled
investment as suggested by Blake and Pain
does not eliminate the case for a sfuctural
break in UK export performanceThe paper is set out as follows. In section
2 we outline the procedure for investigating
structual change tlrough the endogenous
Furthermore we

iests for furtegrated regressors to overcome
sone of these disadvantages. The procedures
developed by Banerjee and Urga (1995) are

sequential testing procedure proposed by
Banerjee and Urga (1995b). Section 3 of the

these techniques but are
specifically designed to deal with a more

related

paper applies this methodology to UK export
performance. We perforrn structural change
investigations on the underlying demand
schedule, the price setting schedule and the

to

reduced form of the system to show how
sone sfuctural breaks are associated with the

general class of possible behaviour. In this
general case they allow for the breaks in the
marginal and conditional processes to be
distinct. By prior estimation of the break in

relative prices and, by
association, with the supply side, but that
changes in relative price behaviour leaves
unexplained a residual shift in UK export

io
information
in
detennining
incorporate this
the timing of any break in the conditional
process. The more formal representation of

behaviour

of

the marginal process they are able
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the problem is given by a data generating
process (DGP) which, under the null
hypothesis, is in the form of a bivariate
cointegrated system with l(1) variables with
an altemative where the system is allowed to
be structurally brokenThus let us consider the following DGP:
^l
!, - ^Pxr+ !u1

\ ' P{t-r *
=&=0

and

possible pairs of break-points

unconditionally, computing the F test 1,-y,
: 0, and ident'rfying break points where the
F-statistic is a naximum, is extremely
intensive in terms of computer tine. lnstead

+ uzt

a two-stage procedure is proposed. In the
frst stage sequential procedures are used in
the marginal models to date the marginal
breaks. The results of this test are then
incorporated in the reduced form of the
conditional model where a linear combination
of breaks is considered. This two stage
analysis is applied to the behaviour of UK

are dummy

variables such that

D', = I if t>kr, else DL, = o
D', = I if t>kr, else D!, = 0, k, + kr.
The idea behind this specification is that

March 1996

would not be appropriate and so relevant
critical values are calculated using Monte
Carlo methods. In Banerjee and Urga
(1995a) it is shown that searching for all

PzA},

Di

1,

being perfonned conventional critical values

+ yrDi + u,
where yo

l, Part

exports.

1

This test is appropriate for examining
in the mean of an I(1) series but not
for breaks in hend (although it can easily be
extended to this case by considering the
procedure in frst differences). The method
identifies the most important break only.
breaks

is

the variable of interest and x is the set of
variables which we are using to explain 1
xr are generated by a set of marginal
processes and then y, is conditioned on x.,.
This nodel allows for the possibility that x.
is either weakly or stongly exogenous with
respect to yf x, is strongly exogenous for the
parameter of interest in the conditional model
if pz = 0, otherwise x,. is only weakly
exogenous. Standard t tests on p2 therefore

The power of the test is weaker towards the
end of the sample. Hence it is important to
test the sensitivity of the results to truncated
sample periods. In our empirical example
below, truncating the sample may th€n rcv€al

a

different break

in

mean; this can be

represents tests of weak or strong exogeneity.

interpreted as the next most important period

The parameter p, is imporiant in determining
the stationarity or non-stationarity of the
system as the only source of unit roots in this

of break.

3. The case of UK uports
Banerjee and Urga (1995b) examine the
question of stability in the conventional
export equation. They show that while the
raditional model relates exports to world
trade with an elasticity which is clearly less
than unity a much better specification relates
exports to world (or G6) GNP and in this

system is from the marginal processes.
Under the null hlpothesis y, = y, = 0, there
ar€ no structural breaks, The idea is to
estimate the model under all possible
assumptions about the timing of the possible
break points. We may then select the most
signifrcant combination of breaks as the
li.kely true break point. Of course a
complication arises that with so many tests

case a unit elasticity in the long run is clearly
acceptable over the whole sample (see figure
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Figure l: Comparing Exports G6 GNP 8nd World Trade
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1 for a graphical illushation of this point).
This result alone is of some considerable
interest although it is not un-intuitive. World
trade has haditionally grown much faster
than world GNP but rnuch of this grouth is
located in new and emerging narkets such as
the far east and the Pacific rim. As an old
and well established trading nation it may not
be reasonable to expect tJre UKs trade lo

grow

in line with these new markets.

Retaining our markets may only imply
growing in line with GNP generally and not
keeping pace with world trade. It is also
instructive to tlink of the specification of the

rest of the wodd's imports from the UK
equations (which are after all just the reverse
of our export equations) and these would
clearly normally be related to the foreign
counties denand rather than their levels of
hade. So again GNP seems a more
reasonable scale variable on a pnorl grounds.
The long-run e)ieort equation can therefore
be written as:

X-Y= f(PD-PF),

where'?

X

= log of exports of goods and services
Y = log (GNP for the G6 econonies)
PD : log(Domestic prices)
PF = log(World prices)

whether there

is a

I, Part 1. lt larch

structural break

1996

in

the

underlying demand relationship, in the
determination of supply or if something is
5imply omitted from the model. The issue
drat we are concerned witlr in this paper is
whether structural shifts in this relationship
can b€ seen as arising from demand
influences, supply influences or if there is a
tue structural shift. Plots of the relevant
series show that they are likely to be
integraled of order I with breaks in mean
and (or) trend. We will not report formal
stationarity tests although these do confirm
that all the series we will be examining are
non-stationary when no allowance is made
for structural breaks. This conclusion can
only be changed with an irnplausibly large
number of structural break durnmies,
One way of disentangling the question of
supply or demand side breaks is to consider
the stability of the full reduced form of the
expod relationship in conparison with the
stability of the conditional and marginal
models. A break in the marginal process for
relative prices is consistent with a shift in
export pricing behaviour and hence is
essentially a supply shift, While a break in
the conditional model for exports conditioned
on prices suggests a demand shift.
Let the underlying structural demand

equation be of the log-linear form:
This relationship is comrnonly interpreted as
a demand relationship. Banerjee ard Urga
(1995b) investigate the stuctural stability of
this basic model, the results suppon the view
that (PD-PF) is strongly exogenous and that
it is an integrated series with a break in the
marginal nodel for the relative price term
dated at 1984:4. They then test the
coflditional model subject to the existence of
this break in pricing behaviour and find that
there is a break in 1979:l (Equation (2) in
Banerjee and Urga, 1995b) .
These results leave open the question of

ri -

co +

s,t(p;-pi) *
a

&zzt

r/, is the demand for exports,l, is the
1, is the foreign prica and z, is
world demand- We expect o, ( 0 and cr, 2
where

export price,
0.

The implicit assumption required to
generate behaviow of actual exports
consist€nt with this equation is that oxport
supply is perfectly elastic at the going price,
and $is in turn requites eryort prices to be
determined by donestic prices and not world

-+J-
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prices.

Otherwise actual exports are
inlluenced by supply behaviour; hence we
need to specify an export supply relationship.
Holly and Wade (1990) show that this can be

derived from a restricted profit function and
can be reoresented as:

-

J

xt

Fo

* pip: - r!1 ,

P,Q,tk,\

+ PrQi - c,)
is the donxestic pnca, (y/k) *rc
ratio of output to capital representing the
pressure of demand and c, the level of
domestic costs- We expect [r, B, > 0 and B,
30.
The reduced form of this system for the
wherc pd,

volume of exoorts can be written

as:

r, - Yo - {ir:. t'fio,rk,>
{tr
P" (P, * F,)
'2.
- ' c-(1-zr)

(l - r)

.

where 7! -

-

c(l - n)

F,*0,

----:---------::

d

rt

More generally:

r, -

To

* Ip! * I2(!,1k,) *
* \ cPf * \sz,

"t1c,

The sfucrural parameters of demand and
supply are identifrable from this reduced
form although it is not possible to sign the
reduced form parameters on domestic prices

or costs. This

represents the traditional
problem of identifying reduced form quantity
responses when the relative magnitudes of

demand and supply price elasticities are
unknown. Since 3, and 0, are positive and

a, is negative n is also negative but the sign
of the reduced form 1 coellicients depends
on whetler z exceeds unity; i.e. whether the
sum of the supply elasticities exceeds the
absolute value of the price elasticity of
demand.

We begin by testing this basic model of
exports to see if the structural break which
was observed by Banerjee and Urga(1995b)
in the demand model can be assooiated either
with pure demand effects or if it is coming
from a possible omitted supply side effect.
The results of the testing procedures are
reported in Table la. ln the top half of this
table we summarize the models for the
marginal variables which explain exporh.
This shows that foreign income and prices
are strongly exogenous, but as we would
expec! domestic prices and costs are not.
The marginal processes show a break in
foreign and domestic prices occurring in
1978:3 and 1978:4 respectively with a break
h domestic costs in I 977:2 and much later in
the foreign and domestic income variables .
The next stage is to substitute these breaks
into the conditional model and repeat the
sequential testing procedure to see if there is
a break in the conditional model even once
these narginal breaks are allowed for. This
process finds a structural break at 1979:l in
the reduced form export model.
We can shed further light on possible
reasons for this shift by estinating an export
price equation (see Table 2) where export
prices are related to domestic prices and
costs, foreign prices and domestic capacity
pressure. If exporters have changed their
pricing behaviour we would expect to find a
structural shift in export pricing. However
estimation of the marginal and conditional
models for expod prices confirms that
although there are marginal breaks around
1978-9 the conditional break is dated as late
as 1992 and less confidence can be placed in
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Table la: The Reduced Forni Export Equation
Margrnal Models

variable
dale of break

PF
D'
1978:3
(6.7)
strongly exogenous YES

YF
Dr
1982:4
(4.6)
YES

PD
D4
1978:4
(.4.7)
NO

y
D5
1984:2
(2.8)
YES

pDC
D6

1977,2

(3,1)

NO

The Conditional Model for Exports. Conditional Break=1979:l (Dl)

X=

2.27 +0.11D', + 0.5X,./
(2.2) (4.4) (4 6)

- 0.08D,, +

- 0.15P4r + 0.87IF,,r
(1

+0.09P11,.r

- 0.31y,,t+ 0.23PDC,

44) (2,36) (0.83) (l 7)

0.01D3,

r

(2.03)

+ 0.lgD!, + 0.004Dj, + - 0 06rd,

(3.84) (0.8) (6.7) (0.3)

(3.4)

Notes: 1 t-statistics (absolutc values) in parenthesis
2 Variables are defmed as abore, all variables are in logs.

Table 1b: The Reduced Form Export Equation with the Real Exchange Rate added Marginal
Models

yF
D3
19783 1982:4
(6.7) (4 6)
exogenous YES YES

variahle
date of break
strongly

PF
D?

y
PD
PDC
D'
D5
Du
19784 19842 1977:2
(4.7) (2.8) (3.1)
NO
YES
NO

UKRX
D1

1980:4
(3 7)

NO

The Conditional Model for Exports, Full Sample Conditional Break:1989:2 (Dr)
Last 22 Obsen'ations Dropped Break:1979.2(Dr )

X=

1.92 + 0.05rr,

(1

-017X,) - 0.98PF,r + 0.87IF,-r +0.33PD,r-0.384.l+0.18PDC,.1

6) (3.1) (t.7) (8.66)

(3

5)

(4

0)

(2.2)

(1,5)

+ 0.26UKIlXt1- 0.08r?, - 0.03Dr'+ 0.t7Dr' + 0.03rj, - 0.04/td, + 0.02D?,
(7.8)
(5 8)
(2.5) (10.5) (2.8) (3.8) (.2 r)

Notes: I t-statistics

(absolute values) in parenthesis
2 Variablcs are defined as above, all variables are in logs.
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2: The Export Price Equatron
Marginal Models (1975:l - 1994:3)

Table

Y
Variable PFPX CPXA PDC
Dr
Do
date of
D"
D'
break 1978:3 1980:4 19772 1979:1
(3.6)
(4 e)
(4.e)
(4 0)
slrongly

exogenous NO

NO

NO

UKRX
D6

1980:4

(3 7)

NO

NO

Conditional model without the real exchange rate
Conditional brcak-l992l ( Dt l

PX=-0.6+0.03D'?,+l.03PXt1 - 0.15PFPX,I + 0.003CPX4,1 +

(1.0) (3.4) (14.7)
+ 0,04r.r - 0.00111, -

(0.04) (0.1)

(r.6)

0.005D3,

(0.01)

0.09PDCL1

(0.0e)

- 0.008D', + 0.0002Di,

(0.5) (0.6)

(0.01)

Condilional model with the real exchange rate
Conditiornl break - 1992:1 0'\

PX

=

-3.3
(4

+ 0.0+Dt,+

3) (4.5)

0.87PX,.1

+ 0.I|PFPX,r + 0.4|CPXA,.1+ 0.6|PDC,.I

(11.e) (0.1)

(4.e)

(4 6)

+ 0.06y,4 + 0.5uKRXt1 - 0.0tD, - 0.003D3, + 0.009D" + 0.0lDr' + 0.0116'

(1.r8) (5.0)

(1

4)

(0.27' (0.85)

Notes: I t-staxistics (absolute values) in

(l

4)

(r 0)

parentheses

2 Variablcs are dsfined as above, all variables in logs

estimates of breaks near the end of the breaks in pricing and supply behaviour.
sample. Moreover the marginal break points
So we may conclude that the basic export
are not statistically significant in the equation exhibits a break which seems to be
conditional model which suggests that there associatedwith a structrral change in denand
has beenno shift in the relationship of er:port behaviour during 1979-80. However the
prices to domestic costs, foreign prices or
possibility still exists that some otler variable
domestic demand, although the means ofthe may have beon the cause of this break and
component seri€s of relative prices and costs that the main problen is simply an omitted
all shifted in the la0e 1980s. So we may variable and not a structural shift. We now
conclude that the structural breaks in expod turn to this possibility.
Blako and Pain (1994) argue that the
behaviour do not seem to be associated with
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stuctffal break in export behaviour is
related to the exclusion of measures of
price competitiveness such as cumulative
investment, R and D or foreign direct
investment. Wc test this explanation by reestimating the reduced form model with the
addition of a variable measured as the five
year cumulative level of gross investnent
(this is the variable which has been
traditionally used to capturc this effect).
Note that this variable can be given either a
demand or a supply side interprctation. The

demand side association (see Owen and
Wren-Lewis (1993)) is usually in terms of

a

for cumulated investment shows a break at
1979:3 and it proves to be strongll,
exogenous. The new variable is statisticall,v
significant rvhen includcd in the conditional

model and thc conditional shift dummy is
dated 1989:1. So this variable has removed

the 1980 period as the nrost

important
structural break ir the sample. Clearly this
variable does have somc power in explaining
the break. Holvever as this procedure only
detects the most important break in a sample
this does not mean there is no significant
break in 1980. One way of testing this
possibilit-v is to exclude the detected break
truncating the sample by dropping the last 22
obscrvations (as reported in the lower part of
Table 3). This then produces an estirnate of
a conditional break in 1979:4, the original
break point. We thcrefore conclude that
cumulated investrnent does provide a padial

ilterpreted as an incrcase in output supply
enabling more exports to be supplicd at any
given price. The results of testing the model
which includes cumulated invesrmenr are

3.

1996

from the sample. This can be done by

measure of non-price competitiveness but an
increase in the stock of capital can also be

reporied in Table

I, Palt I, March

The marginal process

Tablc 3: The Reduced Form Export Equal.ion rvith Cumulated Investrnent
Marginal Model for Curnulated lnyestment

variable

NW

date o.f break

D3

1979:3

(6 67)
slntngly exogenous

YES

The Conditional Model for Er?orts with Cumulated Investment
Full Sample Conditional Break = 1989:l (Dr)
Last 22 Obsen''ations Dropped Break = 1979:4 (D')

X=

Export Equations (last 22 obsen'ations dropped)
9.05 - 0.08D/, + 0.1H,, - 0.60PF,t+ 0.91yF,.1 + 0.40PD,.t - 0.49yt I

(-5.4)

(3,4) (0.e) (3.e) (2.5) (3.2)

(2 r)

+ 0.36PDC,.r - 0.4NNV,4 - 0.09Dr, + 0.005Dr, + 0.14D4, + 0.8D5, - 0.07D6, - 0.007D8,

(r.e)

(2.1)

Notes:

(4 7)
(0 3)
(6.6) (2.0) (4.4)
t-statistics (absolute value) in parenthesis;
2 Variables are defined as above, all variables in logs

I
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Table 4: Thc Reduced Form Export Equation with Cumulated Investment
and the Real Exchanse Rate

Full Sample Conditional Break = 19892 (D')

X=

1.43 + 0.04D'r

(1.4)

- O.lx,t - 0.73PF,.j + l.l4YF,r + 0.23PD,1+ 0.18I,r + 0.23PDC.I

(2.8) (1,1)

(6

(4.0) (2.3)

8)

-0.tlNNV,t + 0.z\uKltx - 0.09t1, - 0,03tf , +

(0.86) (6.6)

(5

5)

0,16D4,

3.2 + 0.06D" -

(2.3)

0.

16{.r - 1 tPF,1 + 1.09yF,r +

(3.2) (1,6) (8.5)

(4

(1.6)

+ 0.02D" - 0,05D6, - 0.01r?, +

(2.3) (e.1)

Last 22 Observations Dropped, Break

x:

(l.l)

(1

4) (3.6) (0.6)

=

1979:2

0.29P D t.t

1) (3.s)

0.01D8,

(0.4)

(D')

+ 0.2ty,r + 0.31PDC,.1
(1.1) (z.z)

-0.34NNy,-t + 0.27UKRX - 0.08Dj, - 0.04D3, + 0.17D4,+ 0 02D" - 0.04D6, - 0.01D?, + 0.01D3,
(5
(3
(0.6)

(2.0)

(7.8)

8)

2)

(10.e) (1.2) (3.3) (0.5)

Notes: I t-statistics

(absolute values) in parentheses
2 Variables are defined as above- all variables in loss

1980 but that this explanation is by no means
complete and that even once an allowarice
for this variable is made ia the model there
is still evidence of a change in behaviour in

inveshnent term statistically insignifi cant but

the conditional break is still estimated io
have occurred in 1989 (1989:2). Trimming
the sample to exclude the {nal 22
observations (see the lower part of table 4)
makes cumulativ€ invesftnent marginally
significant and once more delivers a
conditional break estimate in 1979 (19792).
The marginal breaks in foreign prices,
domestic costs and prices, and foreign
income are all statistically significant in the

1980.

Finally we consider the possibility of
pricing to markets and the notion that
exporters may not fully adjusted export
prices in the light of exchange rate changes
by including the exchange rate in the model.
The marginal process for the exchange rate

conditional model. So even a combination of
the supply effects in dre form of cumulated
investrnent and pricing-to-market effects can
not provide an acceptable explarntion of the
structural break in export determination in

shows a structural break in 1984:4 Oable 1b)

but the conditional break rernains unaffected
at 1979. So within the context of the sirnple
exchange rate model exchange rate behaviour
can not exTlain the 1980 break. We can then
go on to combine this exalanation with the
cumulated investnent effect. This is done in
table 4 where over the whole sample period
the inclusion of the exchange rate in the
conditional model makes the cumulative

1980.

4, Conclusions
What conclusions can we draw from these
results? If we can genuhely inierpret the
-48-
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relationship of exports to relative prices and
foreign demand as a demand relationshio
lhen there is cvidence of a structural shift in

Apperulix

l, Part I, March

1996

I

Defnition of Variables and Data Sources

1979, after allowing

for clianges in the mean
of the components of relative prices. The
underlying price setting schedulc appears to

X: Log of

exports of goods and services,

1990 prices- CSO quarterly national accounts

be unaffected by structural change, and hence

the common shift

in

PF: Log of G6 (G7 excluding the UK)
consumers cxpenditure deflator, GNP
weighted average of the G6 consumers
expenditure deflators as published in

both dcmand and

reduced form relationships provides further
support for a shift in the demand schedule
around 1979, since it is unlikely that both
supply and demand shifted at around the
same time. The fact that a dock strike

occurred

datastream.

at the

same dme raises some
of a shift
but we can gain some comfort in that
estimates of the break point do not always
coincide with the dock strike period.
Theories which provide a role for cumulated
investment do have soms empirical suppon
but do not eliminate the case for a structural
break and tle role for this variable is
weakened if we allow for some pricing to
markets in the 1980s. But even a
combination of these two can not provide a
full explanation and so we are led to

Y: Log of UK total final expenditure, 1990
prices, CSO quartedy national accounts

uncertainty about this conclusion

PD: log of domestic price: price index of
total final expenditure, 1990=100, CSO
quarterly national accounts.

YF: log of G6 ( G7 excluding the UK) GNP,
1990 prices, constructed from the published
GNP figurcs for the G6, source datastream.

PDC: Log of the index of unit labour cost in
rnanufactures. 1990=1, Monthly Digest of
Statistics. table 7,2

conclude that there has, on present evidence

been an unexplainable structural shift in
export behaviour

in

UKRX: Log

1980.

of

the real UK effective

exchange raie index.

UK effective exchange

rate index (from Financial Statistics) deflaled

Endnotes

by PD and PF

f.

zuNV: Log of real cumulated investment,
1990 prices, investment from the quartedy

imperial College of Science, Technology
and Medicine, London Business School

and Bank of England

respectively.

national accounts,

Financial support from ESRC grant no.
Wl 1625 1003 is gratefully acknowlcdged.

2. Full definitions of data and sources are
given in Appendix I
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